SDG Corner, the making of!
A story...
STEP 1
Brainstorm
Architectural plan
by Stefan Biccler
The chosen materials should be sustainable and inspiring!
STEP 2
Edith, the share and care cupboard

“One person’s trash, is another person’s treasure”
STEP 3
SDG Corner managers
Step 4 Disassembling pallets
STEP 5
Carpentry guided by Stefan Biccler
STEP 6
Urban jungle with donations of garden center Goessens, Plant asylum Ghent, colleagues ...
City Nature Observer
Made of old pallets of course 😊
DIY solar panel, off grid powerbank, solar powered charger for smartphones
STEP 7  SDG info
Ready for SDG activities!
IT IS ONLY 1 STRAW SAID 8 BILLION PEOPLE
AFTER
Global Minds Conference Award 2019
Invitation for collaboration: exhibition space, speaker’s corner, etc.
Mail to
elena.lievens@arteveldehs.be
THANK YOU